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It is well known that the fluctuations of critical mean field systems are non-Gaussian. However, 
as shown in Papangelou (1989), the internal or second order fluctuations of critical Curie-Weiss 
models, i.e. fluctuations between subsystems, are Gaussian. In the present article we prove the 
same result by a large deviations approach which applies to more general mean field systems. 
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1. Introduction 
Systems of dependent random variables (‘spins’) X(l”), Xp), . . . , X?’ with joint 
distributions of the form 
P(X’,“’ Edx,,X$“)Edx2,...,X(,“)Edx,) 
x,+- * *+x, n 
n 
iIIl P(dxi) 
have been considered extensively in the literature because of their significance for 
mean field models in statistical mechanics. One of the most interesting examples, 
the basic Curie-Weiss model, has G(x)=$x2 and p({l})=p({-l})=i [8,15]. This 
and other examples exhibit ‘phase transition’ at a critical value PC of /3: for /I <PC 
the asymptotic distribution of S,,/fi as n + 00, where S,, is the total field Xi”‘+ - * . + 
X?‘, is Gaussian, while for p = PC a more severely scaled sum such as S,/ n3’4, say, 
has a non-Gaussian asymptotic distribution; for p > PC the weak law of large numbers 
fails. (We assume for convenience that the mean of the probability measure p is 0.) 
The existence of a non-Gaussian limit in the critical case was first proved in [14] 
for the basic Curie-Weiss model and since then there have been many studies of 
this phenomenon, which is in fact a large deviations phenomenon, implicitly treated 
as such in [14], and explicitly so in [6]. 
This result on critical behaviour has been generalised in various directions 
[7,11,3,4,2] and has also been extended to mean field systems undergoing time 
evolution [5,2]. Implicit in the treatment of the case G(x) =ix* in [7] is the fact 
that exp{$x’} is the moment generating function of the standard normal distribution. 
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This was already exploited by Kac in [lo] and leads in fact to a de Finetti 
representation of the joint distribution of Xi”‘, . . . , X’,“’ as a mixture of i.i.d.‘s. 
(This line of thought was pursued in [4], where the above result was extended to 
sequences of moment generating functions exp G,,(x).) However, the result is 
independent of this fact and, for instance, [ll] and [3] rely exclusively on large 
deviations and Laplace’s method. 
For the case G(x) = $x2 we showed in [ 121 that, despite the non-Gaussian nature 
of the critical fluctuations, the fluctuations between sub-blocks of spins are Gaussian. 
If, for example, the system consists of 2n random variables X(12”), . . . , Xe), then 
the asymptotic distribution of 
is Gaussian. With this as a starting point we proved in [12] a number of limit 
theorems, of which the following is perhaps the most illuminating representative. 
Define the standard polygonal line 
5 n (t) = Xi”’ + . . . + x;;j,+ (nt - [ nt])xg,+, , OCfSl. 
Theorem 1 [ 121. Let G(x) = ix’, /3 = 1 and suppose that the probability measure p 
has mean 0 and variance 1, and that 
m $(s):= log 
I 
e”“p(dx) <$s2 
-a3 
for all s # 0. Then there is (an even integer) p > 2 such that 
&l(t) sl 
nl-'lP =-t+~T’(‘). OSfGl, nl-llP 
where as n + 00 the random variable S,,/n’-l’P and the process r],,(t), 0 < t s 1, 
converge jointly in distribution, the former to a random variable Y with probability 
density function const. exp( -AyP), --CO < y <CO, and the latter to a Brownian bridge 
independent of Y. 0 
Another theorem, which we will not repeat here, states that a differently scaled 
polygonal line is, asymptotically, the sum Yt + l(t) of a random straight line Yt as 
in Theorem 1 and an independent standard Brownian motion J(t). We refer the 
reader to [ 121 for further discussion of these results. 
The proofs given in [ 121 relied on the de Finetti representation mentioned above. 
In the present paper we give, as promised in [12], an alternative approach which 
relies exclusively on large deviations techniques and requires no assumption that 
exp G(x) is a moment generating function. We will not re-establish here analogues 
of all the limit theorems stated in [12]; we will only prove the convergence of 
finite-dimensional distributions behind the assertion of Theorem 1. The result 
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obtained can be described informally as follows. Suppose the system consists of kn 
spins grouped into k subsets (k fixed) of n spins each, and let St, S’, , . . . , Si be 
the block spins of these subsets (S’, is xi Xink’ with the summation restricted to the 
jth subset). Under the hypotheses set out below there is p > 2 such that, if the linear 
space Rk is scaled by the factor np(lpl’p) in the direction of the principal diagonal 
vector (1, 1, . . . , 1) and by the factor n-“2 in all directions orthogonal to the diagonal, 
then the distribution of the random vector (Si, S’, , . . . , Sz) in Rk converges, as 
n +co, to the product of a non-Gaussian distribution along the principal 
diagonal and a standard rotationally invariant Gaussian distribution on the 
(k - 1)-dimensional linear subspace orthogonal to the diagonal. 
The proofs given below require nothing more than Cramer’s original one- 
dimensional large deviations estimates for tail probabilities: no local large deviations 
theorem will be used. Prior to proving the main result (Theorems 3 and 4) we tread 
in Section 2 on the familiar territory of the Laplace approach (cf. [ll, 3]), albeit 
along a somewhat novel path, culminating in the statement of the non-Gaussian 
fluctuations of the field. We have two purposes in doing this. The first is to state 
and prove on the way the new Proposition 3 and its corollary, which are essential 
for Section 3. The second is to show how all proofs in Sections 2 and 3 can be 
based on Proposition 1 and the quite weak assumptions made in Section 2. These 
assumptions cover cases where G(x) is genuinely quadratic throughout its domain. 
I take this opportunity to thank Gerard Ben Arous for making available to me a 
preprint of [2] and for a useful conversation on the subject. 
2. The fluctuations of the field 
Throughout the paper we assume that p is a probability measure on the Bore1 a-field 
of the real line, with mean 0 and variance 1 and such that j?a e”“p(dx) <cc for all 
s E (-co, co). The cumulant generating function of p, 
rL(s) = log 
I 
cc 
esxp(dx) 
-CD 
is then convex and real analytic on (-CO, ~0) and satisfies i//(O) = 0, I,!/‘(O) = 1. The 
entropy function of p is 
H(x) = sup{tx - $(l)}. 
If 5 denotes the supremum and 0 the infimum of the support of p (--CO G 0 < 0 < 5 < 
CO), then H is convex and real analytic in (0, C) and 
H(x) =ix2+O(x3) as x+0. 
The derivative $’ is a strictly increasing mapping of (-00, 00) on to (0, t) and if, 
given x E (0, 5), we let s be the unique real number such that I,/J’(s) = x, then 
H(x) = s+‘(s) - I/J(S). The inverse of x = +‘(s) is s = H’(x) and it can be shown that 
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H’(x) + co as x + 5 and H(x)/x + 00 as x + co. Analogously for negative x. We refer 
the reader to [l] and [8] for basic facts. 
All our proofs below will be based entirely on three classical facts about one- 
dimensional large deviations, going back to Cramer’s work. We collect these facts 
in the following proposition. 
Denote by F, the (right-continuous) distribution function of (l/n) C:=r W, where 
w,,..., W,, are i.i.d. random variables with distribution p. 
Proposition 1. (i) For all x 2 0, 
1 -F,(x) s exp{-nH(x)}. (1) 
(ii) If 0 < b < 5, then there exists a constant C(b) such that for all x E [0, b], 
C(b) 
x(1 - F,(x))=~~;;exp{-nH(x)}. (2) 
(iii) Letp>2 and O<a<b<a. Ifn-+cc then,foran-“P<x=zbn-‘/P, 
x( 1 - F,,(x)) = 9 exp(-nH(x)) (3) 
where o( 1) + 0 uniformly for x in the above range. 0 
Analogous statements can of course be made for negative x. 
The first statement is an immediate and familiar consequence of the definition of 
H, since 
l-F,,(x)~exp(-tnx)E(e ‘IT=, y) = exp{-n( tx - $(t))} 
for arbitrary t. The second and third statements follow from the considerations of 
[9, pp. 548-5531. See also [ 13, Chapter VIII]. 
In what follows we will be concerned with a system of random variables 
Xi”’ XI”‘, , . . . , X?’ having joint distribution 
P(X’,“’ E dx, , X$“’ E dx,, . . . , Xy’ E dx,) 
=%‘exp{ nG(xl+a~*+xn)} fJ p(dx,), 
where G(x) is defined and finite for all x and S,, is the appropriate norming constant. 
We make the following assumptions about G. 
(I) G is everywhere differentiable, its derivative G’ is bounded on bounded 
sets and G’(x) =x(1+0(1)) as x+0. 
(II) G(x) < H(x) for all x # 0. 
(III) lim sup G(x)/H(x) < 1 as x + 5 or x + 8. 
(IV) ThereexistA>Oandp~2suchthatG(x)-H(x)=-A~x~P+o((x(P)asx-,O. 
Note that (I) implies G(x) =~x*+o(x*) as x + 0 and that (III) is trivially 
true if 5~~0 and 8 > --CO. Condition (III) is sufficient to guarantee that 
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jYW exp G(x)p(dx) <co and hence that Z,, <co for all n, even if t = CO or 6 = co, as 
will be shown below. It is also less restrictive than the condition “IG(x)j c alxl+ b 
for some a, b and all sufficiently large Ix/*‘, assumed in [ll] and [3], since the latter 
excludes the function G(x) =+x2 if 5 = 00 or 0 = -co. 
Lemma 1. In order that (I), (II) and (III) hold, it is suficient that G’ exist, 
O< G’(@(s))/s < 1 for s # 0 
and 
limsupG’($‘(s))/s<l uss+*a. 0 
In fact the given conditions imply, for instance, that G’(x) < H’(x) for all x E (0, 5) 
and that there exist 6 > 0 and X~E (0, 5) such that G’(x) < (1 - 6)H’(x) for x E (x0, 5). 
It follows that G(x) -H(x) is decreasing for x>O and that G(x)< 
(l-G)H(x)+G(x,)-(1-6)H(x,) forx?=x,.Thelatterimplies (III) if l=co, since 
EZ(x)/x+co as x-+03. 
As an example, if G(x) = tx’ and if 1+9”‘(s) < 0 for s > 0 and t+!/“(s) > 0 for s < 0 
(GHS inequality, cf. [7, p. 137]), then (I), (II), (III) hold. 
Ifs =x$“‘+xI”‘+. n . . +X’,“‘, then the distribution of S,,/n is given by 
P(a<S,ln~j3)=$ 
I 
P 
exp{nG(x)l dF,(x), 
n u 
where we use the convention that 5: denotes jCa,pl. If 0s (Y < p <co, an integration 
by parts shows that 
j!? exp{nG(x)] dF,(x) 
=n 
I 
P 
exp{nG(x)}G’(x)(l -F,(x)) dx 
+ (;- F,(a)) exp{nG(a)] - (1 - Fn(P)) exp{nG(P)], (5) 
where by (1) and (II) each of the last two terms is bounded by 1. 
The propositions which follow are formulated for positive a, b but it should be 
obvious that analogous statements hold for negative values. 
Proposition 2. For 0 c a < b < co, 
lim n-1/2+1/P 
“+CC 
exp( -hzP) dz. 
Proof. By (5), (1) and (II), 
exp{nG(x)] dF,(x) 
exp{nG(x)}G’(x)(l -F,(x)) dx+O(l). 
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If a > 0, then by (2) the last term is in fact o( 1) and (I), (3) and (IV) imply that 
the right-hand side is equal to 
exp{n(G(x)-H(x))} dx+o(l) 
exp{n(-hxP+o(xP))} dx+o(l) 
exp{-Azp+no(c)j dz+o(l) 
which proves the result for a > 0. Now notice that by (I), (2) and (II), 
I 
an-*/P 
n exp{nG(x)}G’(x)(l-F,(x)) dx 
0 
I 
an-l/P 
4 Cn’12 exp{n(G(x)-H(~))}dx<Can”~-“~ 
0 
for some constant C, and by taking a sufficiently small a we can extend the result 
to the case where the lower limit of integration is 0. 0 
Proposition 3. If a, + a > 0 us n + 00, then for any jinite u < v, 
a n-I/P+un-1/2 
exp{nG(x)}dF,,(x)=zexp(-hap). 
Proof. Just as in the proof of Proposition 2, we see that the integral on the left is 
equal to 
1 +o( 1) a~+Un-I’2+~‘p 
TE? 
,,2_1,p 
I ~ +Un~‘/Z+l/P n 
exp{ -hP+no(:)} dz+o(l) 
=(l+o(l))z[(v-u)n- ‘/2+1/p]-1 [~~~~~~,~1~,~~ exp(-lzP) dz + o( 1) 
from which the result follows immediately. 0 
We will find it convenient to state Proposition 3 in slightly different notation. 
First notice that an integral such as jt exp{nG(x)} dF,(x) can also be written as 
where F,(x/d%) as a function of x is the distribution function of (l/A) C:=l Wi. 
(See the paragraph preceding Proposition 1.) Proposition 3 then asserts that 
c1 :“~~~~~exp{ “G(s)} dF,(&) =&exp(-haP)(v-u). 
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If we define a sequence of measures p,,, n = 1,2,. . . , on the Bore1 u-field 93 of R 
by setting for BE ?A’, 
(6) 
we see that Proposition 3 asserts the convergence of the measures ~,,(~,,n”~~“~+ B) 
(where x + B is the obvious translate of B) to a constant multiple of Lebesgue 
measure. Denoting measures by their differentials, we can state this as follows. 
Corollary 1. If a,, + a > 0 then, on any bounded interval, the sequence of measures 
pu,(a,n1’2-“P+dt) 
converges weakly to the measure 
&exp(--hap) dt. 0 
This can also be stated as follows: if a, + a > 0, then the measure %,,P( (&/A- 
u n”2p”P) E dt) converges weakly to (l/4’%) exp(-hap) dt on every bounded n 
interval. 
Next we turn to the tails of our integrals. 
Proposition 4. There is a constant K such that for all b > 0, 
m co 
lim sup n-1/2+‘lP 
I 
exp{nG(x)} dF,,(x)S K 
I 
exp( -$AzP) dz. 
n-cc hnml/P b 
Proof. Choose E > 0 so small that G(x) - H(x) < -$AxP for 0 s x < E and split the 
integral on the left into 
E 
I I 
5 
+ := I,, + J,,. 
bn-“P E 
Consider I,, first. By (5) it is sufficient to consider 
I 
E 
Ik=n bn~,,P exp{nG(x)W(x)(l -F,(x)) dx. 
By (I) and (2) there is a constant K such that 
exp{n(G(x) - H(x))) dx 
I 
E 
=% &‘I2 
bn_‘/P 
exp{ - inAx “} dx 
< K,.,1i2--llP exp( -$hzP) dz. (7) 
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Next consider J,,. By (III) there is 6 > 0 such that 
J, s 
I 
’ exp(n(1 - 6)H(x)) dF,,(x) 
F 
5 
=n(l-8) 
I 
exp(n(1 -G)H(x)}H’(x)(l -F,,(x)) dx 
+(l-ZqF)) exp(n(l--8)H(E)). 
By (1) the second term on the right is at most exp{-&H(s)} while the first term 
on the right is at most 
I 
5 
n(l-6) 
l-6 
E 
exp{-&H(x)}H’(x) dx =F [e-“SH(E)-e-“6H(5)]. 
This and (7) imply the proposition. 0 
We can now deduce that the familiar statement on the non-Gaussian fluctuations 
of the field, referred to in the introduction, can be made under the relatively weak 
assumptions of this section. 
Theorem 2. 
(i) lim $$I n’/2-‘lP = 
n-oo 
-& 
I 
y exp(-hlxlP)dx. 
00 
(ii) For -coSa<bSoo, 
5 
b 
lim P(a < Sn/nlpl’p< b) = exp(-hlxlP) dx 
n+‘x CJ /I 
m 
exp(-A]x(P) dx. 
--Lu 
0 
Both parts follow from Propositions 2 and 4 and the fact that 
P( a < S,,/~I~“~ s b) = P( an-‘lP < S,,/ n G bn-“P) 
1 
bn-llP 
=- 
% I 
exp{nG(x)] dC(x). (2n-I/P (8) 
If we denote by Q”(dx) the distribution of S,,/nl-l’p, 
Q,,(dx) = P(S,,/n’-“PE dx), 
then the second part of the theorem may be formulated as follows. 
(9) 
Corollary 2. As n + ~0, the sequence of distributions Q,(dx) n = 1,2, . . . , converges 
weakly to the distribution const. exp(-A 1x1”) dx. 0 
3. The internal fluctuations 
Let k be a fixed positive integer and consider kn random variables 
x(kn) 
1 ,xp,...,xp with joint distribution given by (4) but with n replaced by 
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kn. Define 
sj = ~(~~1 
” (J l)n+l+* * 
. + X(.J=) ,n , j=l,2 ,..., k. 
The joint distribution of Sx, S’, , . . . , Si is given by 
P %dr 
( 
2 
%dz,,.. 
k 
fi “Ihi 
. ,$dZk 
) 
=$exp knG 
kn 
( (zl+;i+zk)}jj, dR($. 
In the present section we are interested in the joint distribution of 
Let O<a<b, u,<V,,u2<2)2,...,uk_l<Vk_l; then 
In terms of the notation of (6) this is 
=-& [~~,~z~,~Pp [ jc+I . . . jc+I:: exp{ knG( zl’i&+zk) 
-nG(-$=) -* * *-nG(s))j: p.(dzj)] 
* exp{ nG(2)) dF,,($). (10) 
Keeping zk fixed, change the variables z,, . . . , zk_l in the multiple integral in 
square brackets as follows: 
z1 = zk + t, , z,=zk+t2 ,..., zk-, = zk + t&l. 
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The integral in square brackets in (10) is then seen to be equal to 
I,:‘...l.:*lexp{knG(~+fl+.k~rk~l)-nG(~+~) 
-. . . -nG(%+$s) -nG(fkJk; pU,(Zk+dtj). (11) 
Now recall that the entropy function H( *) is real analytic in (8, J’) and therefore 
has a power series expansion H(x) = CF’p=, c,xy, where c2 = 4 of course. By assumption 
(IV), G(e) must be of the form 
G(x) = ‘i’ ~,x”-AIxI~+o(]x(~) as x+0. (12) 
v=2 
We will use (12) to expand the function appearing inside the curly brackets in 
(11). A little elementary algebra shows that the sum of terms of this function arising 
from the term $x2 in (12) is 
where M is the (k-l)x(k-1) matrix 
-l/k ... -l/k 
--l/k l-l/k ... --I/k 
*.. 
-l/k ... l-l/k 
(13) 
and t is the row vector (t, , f2, . . , tk-,). The sum of terms arising from the term c,x” 
(2< Ed [p]) in (12) is 
knc, 
( 
Zk+ 
v5 
‘l+.k~tk-l)“-nc,.(~+~)“_. . .-++~)‘_+)’ 
Y 
= *c, A- 
( )H J;; 
k I+ ‘l+.;;k+tl)u_(l+~)~_. . .-(l+!e)u_l]. (I41 
The function in square brackets in (14) is 0(1/z:) as zk +a, uniformly in t, E 
[%, 4,. . . , t&_l E [uk_, , u~-~]. (To see this replace l/z, by x: the resulting function 
f(x) of x is f(0)+f(O)x+O(x2)=O(x2) as x + 0. As a matter of fact &P’(O) = 
v(v-1)[ -$Mt’]). Hence (14) is 
nc,(zk/J;;)“O(l/z;) = .(z;-2n’-“‘2). 
The same applies if v = p, i.e. to terms arising from -A ]xIp. Finally the sum of terms 
that are o(l. 1”) is no((zk/fi)‘)=o(zkpn 1--p’2). Putting these facts together and 
changing the variable in the outer integral of (10) by setting 
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we see that (10) is equal to 
2lf[I,:‘-I,:, exp{ - $fMr’+ B, (y, t)} 
k-l 
. ,F, /AI(Y n”2-“P + dt,) Q,,(dy) 1 (15) 
in the notation of (8), (9), where B,(y, t) is a sum of terms over V, 2 < vsp, 
which are of the form 
2 O(y”_ n (l/*-l/p)(“-2)+1-v/* _ ) _ o(yu-2n(2--v)/P) 
if 2< v<p, or 
o(yPn(‘/2~1/P)+‘-P/2) = o(yP) 
if v =p. It follows that B,(y, t) converges to 0 as n + M, uniformly in y E [a, b], 
fl E [ul, ull, . . . , tk&1 E [uk&l, uk-11. 
The ratio 
%/%kn = (%dn 
‘/‘-‘/P)/(~k,/(kn)‘/*~l/P)kl/*~l/P 
converges to k p1’2+1’p. Hence, by Corollaries 1 and 2 and the Proposition in Section 
2 of [12], (15) converges to 
exp(-kAyP) dy 
. cl2 
j-co exp(-AzP) dz’ 
(16) 
The (k - 1)-dimensional distribution with probability density const. exp( -#B’) 
is the (k - 1)-dimensional normal distribution with mean vector 0 and (k - 1) x (k - 1) 
covariance matrix 
with det r= k. We have therefore proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. The asymptotic distribution of Si/nl-‘/p has probability density function 
const. exp( - kh 1x1 p), - ~<x<co. The random vector 
~-- 
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is asymptotically independent of Sk/n’-l’P, and its asymptotic distribution is the same 
as that of 
(Y1-Y,, Y2-yk,..., Yk-I--Yk), 
where Y,, Y2, . . . , Yk are independent standard normal random variables. 0 
An immediate consequence is that S!,/n’-“P, S~/n’-‘/P, . . . , Si/n’-“P are 
asymptotically equal, in the sense that the difference of any two of them converges 
to 0 in probability. (See [ 121 for background.) Since St, + S’, +. . . + Sf: = S,,, we 
deduce that S~/~I-“~ and k-‘Skn/n”‘P = k-l’PSkn/(kn)‘P’lP are asymptotically 
equal. 
Corollary 3. The random vector 
St, 1 s,, s2 1 s,, 
( - J;; k&‘J;; kJ;;“‘& kJ;; 
-..z__ - k I Skn --E__ - 
) 
is asymptotically independent of S,,/(kn)‘-““, and its asymptotic distribution is 
that of 
where Y, , . . . , Yk are as in Theorem 3. 0 
This follows from Theorem 3 and the fact that for j = 1,2, . . . , k, 
~_~~=(~_SJ_~~,(2_~), 
This corollary establishes for general G(.), subject to assumptions (I) to (IV), the 
convergence of finite-dimensional distributions to those of a Brownian bridge 
asserted by Theorem 1 for the special case G(x) = ix2, since 
The only thing left for a full analogue of Theorem 1 is to establish the tightness of 
the sequence of corresponding distributions in the space of continuous paths, but 
we will not go into this routine matter here. We will instead give a more geometric 
formulation of Theorem 3 in terms of the distribution of the random vector V,, = 
(SX,SS,..., Si) in Rk. Set d = (1, 1, . . . , 1) E Rk and let {e,, e3,. . . , ek} be an 
orthonormal base in the (k - I)-dimensional linear subspace of Rk orthogonal to d. 
Theorem 4. Let 
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be the representation of V,, in terms of the base {d, e2, e3, . . . , ek} in Rk. The asymptotic 
joint distribution of 
as n + ~0, is that of k independent random variables Z, , Z,, . . . , Z,, where Z, has 
probability density function const. exp( - kh 1x1 p), --OO < x < 00, and Z,, Z, , . . . , Z, are 
standard normal. 0 
In the context of [3] the direction of d is the direction of degeneracy: if V, is 
scaled by the factor n-(lP1’P), then its asymptotic distribution is carried by the 
one-dimensional subspace generated by d. To get a genuinely k-dimensional 
asymptotic distribution one must scale by the factor n-(lP1’P) in the direction of d 
and by the factor n -“* in all directions orthogonal to d. Theorem 4 is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 3. If for instance 
( 1 - e2= Jz, -‘oo a, , ,...,Q , > 
e3= ;,A, 
( 
2 - - _- 
A,O,...,0 , 
> 
then 
converge in distribution to 
in the notation of Theorem 3. 
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